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We are the voluntary prisoners of the cloud; we
are being watched over by governments we did
not elect.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊWael Ghonim, Google's Egyptian executive,
said: ÒIf you want to liberate a society just give
them the internet.Ó1 But how does one liberate a
society that already has the internet? In a society
permanently connected through pervasive
broadband networks, the shared internet is, bit
by bit and piece by piece, overshadowed by the
Òcloud.Ó
The Coming of the Cloud
The cloud, as a planetary-scale infrastructure,
was first made possible by an incremental rise in
computing power, server space, and transcontinental fiber-optic connectivity. It is a byproduct and parallel iteration of the global
(information) economy, enabling a digital (social)
marketplace on a worldwide scale. Many of the
cloudÕs most powerful companies no longer use
the shared internet, but build their own dark
fiber highways for convenience, resilience, and
speed.2 In the cloudÕs architecture of power, the
early internet is eclipsed.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊA nondescript diagram in a 1996 MIT
research paper titled ÒThe Self-governing
Internet: Coordination by Design,Ó showed a
ÒcloudÓ of networks situated between routers
linked up by Internet Protocol (IP).3 This was the
first reported usage of the term ÒcloudÓ in
relation to the internet. The paper talked about a
ÒconfederationÓ of networks governed by
common protocol. A 2001 New York Times article
reported that MicrosoftÕs .NET software
programs did not reside on any one computer,
Òbut instead exist in the ÔcloudÕ of computers
that make up the internet.Ó4 But it wasnÕt until
2004 that the notion of Òcloud computingÓ was
defined by Google CEO Eric Schmidt:
I donÕt think people have really understood
how big this opportunity really is. It starts
with the premise that the data services and
architecture should be on servers. We call it
cloud computing Ð they should be in a
ÒcloudÓ somewhere. And that if you have
the right kind of browser or the right kind of
access, it doesnÕt matter whether you have
a PC or a Mac or a mobile phone or a
BlackBerry or what have you Ð or new
devices still to be developed Ð you can get
access to the cloud. There are a number of
companies that have benefited from that.
Obviously, Google, Yahoo!, eBay, Amazon
come to mind. The computation and the
data and so forth are in the servers.5
The internet can be compared to a patchwork of
city-states, or an archipelago of islands. User
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A selection of the global US social media cloud, resorting under the Patriot Act.
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If you think about the market that we're in,
and more broadly just the enterprise
software market, the kind of transition
that's happening now from legacy systems
to the cloud is literally, by definition, a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. This is
probably going to happen at a larger scale
than any other technology transition we've
seen in the enterprise. Larger than client
servers. Larger than mainframes.8
Google, one of the worldÕs seven largest cloud
companies, has recently compared itself to a
bank.9 That comparison is apt. If data in the
09.17.12 / 12:42:29 EDT
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cloud is like money in the bank, what happens to
it while it resides ÒconvenientlyÓ in the cloud?
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data and content materials are dispersed over
different servers, domains, and jurisdictions (i.e.,
different sovereign countries). The cloud is more
like BismarckÕs unification of Germany, sweeping
up formerly distinct elements, bringing them
under a central government. As with most
technology, there is a sense of abstraction from
prior experiences; in the cloud the user no longer
needs to understand how a software program
works or where his or her data really is. The
important thing is that it works.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn the early 1990s, a user would operate a
Òpersonal home page,Ó hosted by an internet
Service Provider (ISP), usually located in the
country where that user lived. In the early 2000s,
free online services like Blogspot and video sites
like YouTube came to equal and surpass the
services of local providers. Instead of using a
paid-for local e-mail account, users would
switch to a service like Gmail. In the late 2000s
and the early 2010s this was complemented, if
not replaced, by Facebook and other social
media, which integrate e-mail, instant
messaging, FTP (File Transfer Protocol), financial
services, and other social interaction software
within their clouds. Cloud-based book sales,
shopping, and e-reading have brought about the
global dominance of Amazon, the worldÕs biggest
cloud storage provider and the ÒWalmart of the
Web.Ó6 By 2015, combined spending for public
and private cloud storage will be $22.6 billion
worldwide.7 Given this transition, it is no
exaggeration to proclaim an exodus from the
internet to the cloud. The internetÕs dispersed
architecture gives way to the cloudÕs central
model of data storage and management, handled
and owned by a handful of corporations.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe coming of the cloud is spelled out by
Aaron Levie, founder and CEO of Box, one of
Silicon Valley's fastest growing cloud storage
providers. As Levie states, the biggest driver of
the cloud is the ever-expanding spectrum of
mobile devices Ð iPhones, iPads, Androids, and
such Ð from which users tap into the cloud and
flock around its server spine:

The US Cloud and the Patriot Act
Where and by whom sites are registered and data
is hosted matters a great deal in determining
who gains access to and control over the data.
For example, all data stored by US companies (or
their subsidiaries) in non-US data centers falls
under the jurisdiction of the USA Patriot Act, an
anti-terrorism law introduced in 2001.10 This
emphatically includes the entire US cloud Ð
Facebook, Apple, Twitter, Dropbox, Google,
Amazon, Rackspace, Box, Microsoft, and many
others. Jeffrey Rosen, a law professor at George
Washington University, has established that the
Patriot Act, rather than investigating potential
terrorists, is mostly used to spy on innocent
Americans.11 But the people being watched need
not even be Americans. Via the cloud, citizens
across the world are subject to the same Patriot
Act powers Ð which easily lend themselves to
misuse by authorities. Matthew Waxman of the
Council on Foreign Relations outlines the
situation:
These kinds of surveillance powers have
historically been prone to abuse. Some of
the legal restrictions on surveillance that
the Patriot Act was designed to roll back
were actually the direct product of abuses
by the FBI, the CIA, and other government
agencies. During the 1960s and Ô70s,
national security intelligence powers were
used by government agents to spy on
political opposition [and] cast abusively
wide nets. That legacy of abuse has raised
a lot of concerns about whether there is
adequate oversight with respect to these
new surveillance powers.12
The sociologist Saskia Sassen adds to this
perspective:
Through the Patriot Act [...] the government
has authorized official monitoring of
attorney-client conversations, wideranging secret searches and wiretaps, the
collection of Internet and e-mail addressing
data [...] All of this can be done without
probable cause about the guilt of the
people searched Ð that is to say, the usual
threshold that must be passed before the
government may invade privacy has been
neutralized. This is an enormous accrual of
powers in the administration, which has
found itself in the position of having to
reassure the public that it can be 'trusted'
not to abuse these powers. But there have
been abuses.13
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The Mubarak Òkill switchÓ which took Egypt off the internet in January, 2011.
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Super-Jurisdiction
In Egypt, during the revolution, Facebook and
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Microsoft was the first cloud company to publicly
confirm Patriot Act access to its data stored
outside the US.14 In August 2011, Google also
confirmed that its data stored overseas is
subject to Òlawful accessÓ by the US
government.15 A 2012 white paper by the law and
privacy firm Hogan Lovells examined these
findings, concluding that while the Patriot Act
does give the US government access to the
cloud, many other governments enjoy similar
forms of access under their own laws Ð and
further, that using the ÒlocationÓ of a cloud
server to determine legal protection was a
mistaken idea altogether.16 The paper noted the
widespread use of so-called Mutual Legal
Assistance Treaties (MLATs), which streamline
the exchange between countries of data needed
for investigative purposes. Apart from treatybacked requests, Òinformal relationships
between law enforcement agencies [É] allow for
governmental access to data in the Ôpossession,
custody, or controlÕ of cloud service providers
over whom the requesting country does not
otherwise have jurisdiction.Ó The legality of such
informal relationships was not examined by the
study. Neither did it backlog any recorded abuses
of the Patriot Act, or discuss reports by two US
Senators about a Òsecret interpretationÓ of the
law, which would give the FBI far-reaching extra
surveillance powers that the public is unaware
of.17
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊOne of the most powerful instruments the
US government uses to look into the so-called
Ònon-content informationÓ of ISPs and cloud
providers is the National Security Letter (NSL).
NSLs demand specific information about users
and are issued directly by the FBI. After the
Patriot Act was signed into law, the number of
letters issued rose exponentially: from 8,500 in
2000 to 39,346 in 2003. An NSL automatically
includes a gag order that prohibits the recipient
from notifying users about the request. The FBI
need only assert that the information sought is
ÒrelevantÓ to an investigation.18 The crucial
question in the Hogan Lovells report Ð ÒAre
government orders to disclose customer data
subject to review by a judge?Ó Ð is answered with
ÒyesÓ in Australia, Canada, Denmark, France,
Germany, Ireland, Japan, Spain, the United
Kingdom, and the US. However, in the US this
condition is only met if the cloud provider, after
receiving the NSL, first challenges its built-in gag
order. Only when the NSL is unsealed by a judge
can the cloud provider inform the user about the
existence of the letter. For the Hogan Lovells
report, this procedure counts as judicial review.

Twitter played the role of subversive,
uncensorable alternative media Ð in part
because the servers of these wildly popular
services were beyond the reach of local
authorities. Indeed, Hosni Mubarak's best bet to
fend off the power of the internet was to switch it
off entirely. To do so, Òjust a few phone calls
probably sufficed.Ó19 While Mubarak's ultima
ratio as a sovereign ruler over Egyptian soil
proved sufficient to wall the country off from the
network, the violent crudeness of this act also
demonstrated the dictator's much more
substantial lack of power over the network's
larger infrastructure. Sovereign control over the
cloud, in contrast to authoritarian powermongering, is a sophisticated affair. One might
draw a very different map here: the global spread
of the US cloud, for example, results in a kind of
Òsuper-jurisdictionÓ enjoyed by its host country.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSuper-jurisdiction can be seen in action in
the 2012 seizure of Megaupload.com by the US
Department of Justice (DOJ). Megaupload.com
was a Hong Kong-based internet enterprise
paying loving tribute to all kinds of Hollywood
films (to say it politely). The site offered,
according to its own self-description, Ònoregistration upload and sharing of files up to 1
gigabyte.Ó It was seized in January 2012 by the
DOJ and the FBI, backed by film industry
copyright claimants. Megaupload.com stands
accused of generating Òmore than $175 million in
criminal proceedsÓ and causing Òmore than half a
billion dollars in harm to copyright owners.Ó20
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe site's founder, thirty-seven-year-old
internet millionaire Kim Dotcom, and three of his
associates were brought to a New Zealand court
to face extradition to the US. TheyÕd been living
like self-styled oligarchs. In a gesture toward
transparency, they said they had Ònothing to
hide.Ó21 In particular, Dotcom himself embodies
the absurd saga of a contemporary, deeply selfparodying internet hooligan Ð a legal black hole
turned persona, unprepared in every way to be
Òfamous,Ó yet accepting the challenge
wholeheartedly. Megaupload.com was, at least in
its own self-imagination, nothing more than a
technical conduit between those who upload and
those who download, its content-indiscriminate
policy a typical example of laissez-faire anarchocapitalism. The US governmentÕs prosecution of
the site remains highly debated, because the
DOJ interpreted the siteÕs global user base as a
willful conspiracy to break US law. As Jennifer
Granick at Stanford Law notes, the DOJ
referenced Òunknown partiesÓ (i.e., the users of
Megaupload.com) as members of a conspiracy to
conduct a crime in the US. Granick notes that
such users Òwere located all over the world, and
may or may not have acted willfully.Ó Indeed, with
Megaupload.com, the government alleges Òan
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agreement to violate a US civil law, including by
many people who are not subject to US rules.Ó As
Granick then asks, ÒDoes the United States have
jurisdiction over anyone who uses a hosting
provider in the Eastern District of Virginia? What
about over any company that uses PayPal?Ó22
Indeed, these are the sorts of questions
prompted by super-jurisdiction.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSuper-jurisdiction means that the law of
one country can, through various forms of
cooperation and association implied by server
locations and network connections, be extended
into and enacted in another. The US, as a result
of its unique position in managing the internetÕs
core, also has jurisdiction over all so-called top
level domains, no matter where they are hosted
and by whom. All top-level domain names (dotcom, dot-org, dot-net, etc.) must be registered
through VeriSign, a Virginia-based company.
Using its jurisdiction over the domain name
registry, in 2012 the DOJ seized Bodog.com, a
gambling website operated from Canada. A US
Customs Enforcement spokesperson confirmed
to Wired that the US had in a similar manner
seized 750 different domain names of sites it
believed committed intellectual property theft.23
Michael Geist, an internet law professor at the
University of Ottawa, observes that, indeed, ÒAll
Your internets Belong to USÓ:

authoritarian regimes Ð is now fast becoming the
global norm.Ó26 Indeed, if a lawsuit brought by
the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) against
AT&T is any indication, the US government seems
determined to expand its access to electronic
communication. The EFFÕs star witness in the
case was Mark Klein, a former AT&T technician
who claimed to have seen, in 2002, the creation
and ongoing use of a dedicated private room
where the National Security Agency (NSA) had
Òset up a system that vacuumed up internet and
phone-call data from ordinary Americans with
the cooperation of AT&T.Ó27 Klein said the system
allowed the government full surveillance of not
just the AT&T customer base, but that of sixteen
other companies as well.28 The US government
dismissed the case against the
telecommunications provider, asserting the
privilege of state secrets. The government has
also dismissed cases against itself and other
telecom companies that assisted with similar
endeavors, including Sprint, Nextel, and
Verizon.29 If the allegations are true, according to
Access Controlled, Òthey show that the United
States maintains the most sophisticated internet
surveillance regime.Ó30

The message from the [Bodog] case is
clear: all dot-com, dot-net, and dot-org
domain names are subject to US
jurisdiction regardless of where they
operate or where they were registered. This
grants the US a form of Òsuper-jurisdictionÓ
over internet activities since most other
countries are limited to jurisdiction with a
real and substantial connection. For the
US, the location of the domain name
registry is good enough.24

Cloud Surveillance
The various technical components that enable
global communication Ð server, network, and
client Ð all lend themselves to surveillance.
Access Controlled, a MIT Press handbook on
internet surveillance and censorship, states that
Òthe quest for information control is now beyond
denial.Ó25 It mentions the so-called Òsecurity
firstÓ norm, by which the combined threats of
terrorism and child pornography create a
mandate for the state to police the net without
restriction. As the authors assert in their
conclusion, ÒThe security-first norm around
internet governance can be seen, therefore, as
but another manifestation of these wider
developments. Internet censorship and
surveillance Ð once largely confined to
09.17.12 / 12:42:29 EDT

The first mention of the notion of the ÒcloudÓ was in a 1996 diagram in
an MIT research paper, redrawn here.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAs technologies expand, the governance,
legislation, and legalities of surveillance become
increasingly complicated. In May 2012, CNET
reported that the general counsel of the FBI had
drafted a proposed law that would require
social-networking sites, e-mail and voice-over-IP
(VoIP) providers, as well as instant messaging
platforms, to provide a backdoor for surveillance
Ð a demand from the US government for cloud
companies to Òalter their code to ensure their
products are wiretap-friendly.Ó31 In 2012, the UK
Government announced the installation Ð in
collaboration with telecom companies and ISPs
Ð of so-called Òblack boxesÓ which would retrieve
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and decrypt communications from Gmail and
other cloud services, storing the non-content
data from these communications.32 But the
cloud is nothing like a national telephone
network. Whenever the cloud is Òwiretapped,Ó
authorities listen into a global
telecommunications oracle; the data of everyone
using that cloud, regardless of where and who
they are, and regardless of whether or not they
are the suspect of a crime, is at least in principle
at the disposal of law enforcement.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊMost journalism routinely criticizes (or
praises) the US government for its ability to spy
on ÒAmericans.Ó But something essential is not
mentioned here Ð the practical ability of the US
government to spy on everybody else. The
potential impact of surveillance of the US cloud
is as vast as the impact of its services Ð which
have already profoundly transformed the world.
An FBI representative told CNET about the gap
the agency perceives between the phone
network and advanced cloud communications for
which it does not presently have sufficiently
intrusive technical capacity Ð the risk of
surveillance Ògoing dark.Ó The representative
mentioned Ònational securityÓ to demonstrate
how badly it needs such cloud wiretapping,
inadvertently revealing that the state secrets

privilege Ð once a legal anomaly, now a routine Ð
will likely be invoked to shield such extensive
and increased surveillance powers from public
scrutiny.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊUsers' concerns about about internet
surveillance increased with the proposed Stop
Online Piracy Act (SOPA), which was introduced
into the US House of Representatives in late
2011. How the government would police SOPA
became a real worry, with the suspicion that the
enforcement method of choice would be
standardized deep packet inspections (DPI)
deployed through usersÕ internet service
providers Ð a process by which the ÒpacketsÓ of
data in the network are unpacked and
inspected.33 Through DPI, law enforcement
would detect and identify illegal downloads. In
2010, before SOPA was even on the table, the
Obama Administration sought to enact federal
laws that would force communications providers
offering encryption (including e-mail and instant
messaging) to provide access by law
enforcement to unencrypted data.34 It is,
however, worth noting that encryption is still
protected as Òfree speechÓ by the First
Amendment of the US Constitution Ð further
complicating, but not likely deterring, attempts
to break the code. One way of doing so consists

The seizure of Megaupload.com; using super-jurisdiction to allege a global conspiracy.
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of surrounding encryption with the insinuation of
illegality. The FBI in 2012 distributed flyers to
internet cafe business owners requesting to be
wary of Òsuspicious behaviorÓ by guests,
including the Òuse of anonymizers, portals or
other means to shield IP addressÓ and
Òencryption or use of software to hide encrypted
data.Ó In small print, the FBI added that each of
these ÒindicatorsÓ by themselves, however,
constituted lawful conduct.35

The kind of naming policy that Facebook
and Google Plus have is actually a radical
departure from the way identity and speech
interact in the real world. They attach
identity more strongly to every act of online
speech than almost any real world situation
does.37
Cloud providers such as Amazon use real name
registration as a mechanism for accountability.
Though Amazon still allows users to use a Òpen
name,Ó the trademarked Òreal nameÓ attribution
is advertised as having the ability to Òpotentially
increase your reputation in the communityÓ as a
retailer, seller, or reviewer.38 Some see the real
name badge as a step towards Òfixing their
flawed [and] exploitable review systemÓ for
reviewing books Ð a system notoriously
dominated by biased ÒanonymousÓ users, often
thought to be, and sometimes proven to be, other
authors, their family members, or the booksÕ
publishers.39 Though AmazonÕs reasoning for
promoting the use of real names is more explicit
than that of Facebook and Google+, one can
imagine the marketing benefits of a synchronized
real name system between social media and
09.17.12 / 12:42:29 EDT
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Coercive Paternalism
ÒReal nameÓ requirements by the cloud-based
social networking platforms Facebook and
Google+ expressly attack anonymity and
pseudonymity online, affecting the fundaments
of political speech. Real name directives require
users to register with a service using the name
that is in their passport. The reasons given by
cloud services for such real name requirements
are vague Ð perhaps for fear of sounding too
directly authoritarian. The preferred route,
instead, is that of fatherly advice. Facebook
claims that it has a real name policy Òso that you
always know who youÕre connecting with,Ó while
Google states that it requires real names so Òthat
the people you want to connect with can find
you.Ó36 These explanations gesture towards a
conception of normative social arrangements Ð
requiring that your use the same name that youÕd
use among your friends, family, or coworkers.
Alexis Madrigal points out a certain irony in the
Google+ real name requirement:

retail websites Ð and the connection that such a
synchronicity might have with the government.
Such requirements can be seen as aligned with
plans of the US government to introduce a
universal Òtrusted identityÓ or Òinternet IDÓ
system for US citizens, a commission the White
House granted to the US Commerce Department
in 2011. According to White House Cybersecurity
Coordinator Howard Schmidt, the effort entails
nothing less than creating an Òidentity
ecosystemÓ for the internet.40
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊCass Sunstein, the Obama AdministrationÕs
chief internet advisor, has recently argued for
government policy against the spread of
ÒrumorsÓ on the internet; as noted by the New
Yorker, one of the most persistent of such rumors
was the theory that President Obama had been
born in Kenya Ð and thus holds his presidency
illegally.41 Sunstein believes that certain
properties of the internet gear public speech
toward the uninformed forwarding and
circulation of rumors and conspiracy theories. In
Òecho chambersÓ and through Òcybercascades,Ó
one-sided opinion would spread rapidly and
widely in the network without rebuttal.
Supposedly balanced reporting by professional
journalists in the mainstream media now has to
compete for attention with, and gets often
surpassed by, every other blog post, Facebook
update, or tweet. The effortless ability for all
Internet users to compose and live on a ÒDaily
MeÓ Ð a news diet catered to fit and maintain an
individual, already established, self-referential
set of beliefs Ð would result in a fragmentation of
the general public into factions which no longer
expose themselves to views held by other
factions. Sunstein claims that under such
fragmentation, Òdiverse speech communitiesÓ
are created Òwhose members talk and listen
mostly to one another.Ó And,
When society is fragmented in this way,
diverse groups will tend to polarize in a way
that can breed extremism and even hatred
and violence. New technologies,
emphatically including the Internet, are
dramatically increasing people's ability to
hear echoes of their own voices and to wall
themselves off from others.42
Sunstein is concerned with how rumors may
impair the effectiveness of government, and
undermine its legitimacy. Early 2008, he and a
co-author published a paper on conspiracy
theories around the 9/11 attacks. In the paper,
Sunstein recommended that ÒGovernment
agents (and their allies) might enter chat rooms,
online social networks, or even real-space
groups and attempt to undermine percolating
conspiracy theories by raising doubts about their

Cloud as a Political Space
The increasing prominence which cloud-based
internet services, social media and VoIP
technologies now enjoy over legacy tools of
communication shows in how they enable new,
virtually cost-free forms of organization. For
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factual premises, causal logic or implications for
political action.Ó43
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊNowhere is the coercive government stance
toward online rumors as clear as in China. Beijing
put forth regulations requiring users to register
on social medial sites with their Òreal name
identitiesÓ by March 2012 Ð regulation
comparable to policies already spontaneously
embraced by Facebook and Google. Sites
including Sina Weibo, one of the country's largest
microblogging sites, have begun implementing
these regulations, which also forbid users from
making statements against the stateÕs honor or
statements that may disrupt civil obedience.44
Around the same time, social media sites across
the country flared up over the ouster of political
leader Bo Xilai from the Communist Party. The
Chinese police swiftly detained six people and
shut down sixteen websites over ÒrumorsÓ
surrounding the incident, including claims that
military vehicles were entering Beijing.45

social movements relying on collective action,
this factor has proven to be key. Unsurprisingly,
when social media platforms are suddenly
Òswitched off,Ó their ability to organize can be
severely affected. Facebook, in the wake of
nationwide anti-austerity protests in the UK in
February 2011, deleted the profiles of dozens of
political groups preparing to take part in further
protests. In doing so, Facebook effectively
disabled lawful political activism, which had, for
obvious reasons, moved their coordination to the
cloud. The reason for the purge is still not known
and likely never will be. All the social networking
behemoth could utter to justify its behavior was
cryptic technospeak. Profiles had Ònot been
registered correctly,Ó as a Facebook
spokeswoman explained.46 In 2010, UK Prime
Minister David Cameron and other Conservative
politicians met in London with Facebook founder
Mark Zuckerberg. Their admiration was mutual.47
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊRebecca MacKinnon, a former CNN reporter
and cofounder of the citizen media network
Global Voices, asserts in her book Consent of the
Networked that Òwe cannot understand how the
internet is used unless we first understand the
ways in which the internet itself has become a
highly contested political space.Ó48 This applies
equally, and equally urgently, to the cloud.

App neutrality? Apple's ban on two controversial iPhone apps in 2010 and 2012 shows a lack of network neutrality in the cloud.
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe combined rights to a free flow of
information, freedom of expession, and freedom
from censorship, have been described as a
compound right to Òinternet freedom.Ó Indeed,
Google's Wael Ghonim at the beginning of this
story suggested that unhindered access to, and
use of, the internet enables the liberation of a
society.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊHere, the free flow of information is blocked
by clearly identifiable authoritarian despots. To
not have internet freedom, one must be under
the oppression of a shameless tyrant, or be living
in a Òclosed societyÓ where the free flow of
information is not sufficiently appreciated just
yet. On January 21, 2010, US Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton delivered a speech on US foreign
policy and internet freedom, highlighting exactly
this view. Clinton assured her audience in
Washington, D.C. that ÒAs I speak to you today,
government censors are working furiously to
erase my words from the records of history.Ó49
Evgeny Morozov, a US-based, Belarusian-born
internet scholar rightly criticized Clinton's
Òanachronistic view of authoritarianism.Ó As
Morozov explained, ÒI didn't hear anything about
the evolving nature of internet control (e.g. that
controlling the internet now includes many other
activities Ð propaganda, DDoS attacks, physical
intimidation of selected critics/activists). If we
keep framing this discussion only as a
censorship issue, we are unlikely to solve it.Ó He
went on to criticize the double standards the
State Department advertised with regard to
online anonymity:

airwaves and universal access to high-speed
internet.Ó52 The notion of net neutrality is as
relevant to internet freedom as it is to the
structure of the cloud, since the network's
management is in the hands of a patchwork of
government agencies and private enterprises
who may (or may not) hold a bias toward certain
information on the network, or a bias toward one
another. Coined by the legal scholar Tim Wu in
2003, network neutrality was originally meant to
benchmark and promote the open nature of the
internet for the sake of innovation Ð an Òend-toendÓ infrastructure unbiased towards its
content. As Wu stated, ÒA communications
network like the internet can be seen as a
platform for a competition among application
developers. Email, the web, and streaming
applications are in a battle for the attention and
interest of end-users. It is therefore important
that the platform be neutral to ensure the
competition remains meritocratic.Ó53 Network
neutrality applies to a decentralized
architecture, with clearly divided roles between
ISPs, broadband service providers, content
providers, and services and applications on the
network. It justifies a de facto gentlemen's
agreement through a joint economic interest in
innovation and fair competition. Indeed, also
political speech can be considered part of a
competition Ð one of ideas on how to (not) govern
ourselves. Venture capitalist Joichi Ito expressed
this view in 2003, when he wrote that such a
competition of ideas Òrequires freedom of
speech and the ability to criticize those in power
without fear of retribution.Ó54

On the one hand, they want to crack down
on intellectual property theft and terrorists;
on the other hand, they want to protect
Iranian and the Chinese dissidents. Well,
let me break the hard news: You can't have
it both ways and the sooner you get on with
"anonymity for everyone" rhetoric, the more
you'll accomplish. I am very pessimistic on
the future of online anonymity in general Ð I
think there is a good chance it will be
eliminated by 2015 Ð and this hesitance by
the State Department does not make me
feel any more optimistic.50
Still, the definition of internet freedom remains
relatively opaque. One example of this vagueness
is provided by Internetfreedom.org, a global
consortium, which aims to Òinform, connect, and
empower the people in closed societies with
information on a free internet.Ó51
Savetheinternet.com, a project of Free Press,
breaks down internet freedom into somewhat
more clearly defined categories Ð Ònet neutrality
(wired and wireless), strong protections for
mobile phone users, public use of the public
09.17.12 / 12:42:29 EDT

Apple.gov: governmentality in the cloud.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊInsofar as the cloud's software services use
the shared internet, they can be considered
applications run on the network. To this end,
network neutrality applies to the cloud (for
example, the cloud is expected to consume more
and more bandwidth in the network, possibly at

the material Apple deemed objectionable
from Mr. Begley was nearly identical to the
material available through The GuardianÕs
iPhone app. ItÕs unclear whether Apple is
treating the two parties differently because
The Guardian is a well-known media
organization and Mr. Begley is not, or
whether the problem is that Mr. Begley
chose to focus his app only on drone
strikes.57
One can endlessly ponder why Apple banned
Drones+ from its cloud but admitted The
Guardian, and one will never be finished
09.17.12 / 12:42:29 EDT
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weighing the arguments. The point is that if its
cloud operated even under something remotely
looking like network neutrality, Apple could not
have reasonably rejected the app. The case also
brings to mind Evgeny Morozov's earlier warning
that government censorship of the network
nowadays is more sophisticated than a crude
Mubarak internet kill switch. As Rebecca
MacKinnon writes,
citizens are [É] vulnerable to abuse of their
rights to speech and assembly not only
from government but also from private
actors. In democracies, it follows that
citizens must guard against violations of
their digital rights by governments and
corporations Ð or both acting in concert Ð
regardless of whether the company
involved is censoring and discriminating on
its own initiative or acting under pressure
from authorities.58
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the cost of other applications and services). The
concept of network neutrality is more difficult to
apply in the cloud, since some of the nominal
conditions to institute neutrality are absorbed by
the cloud's combination of hosting and software
services within a single black box. In the cloud,
there is no more principled separation between
the hosting of data, software, and client-side
tools through which the data is handled and
experienced. Indeed, the enormous success of
the cloud is that it provides for all of these things
at once.55
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe Terms of Service of any cloud-based
provider are a far cry from a binding agreement
to net neutrality; they allow plenty of space for
Òcloudy bias.Ó For example, in August, 2012,
Apple banned ÒDrones+Ó from its App Store. This
app, developed by NYU student Josh Begley,
provides aggregated news on US drone strikes in
Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia, and it includes a
Google map on which the strikes are marked. The
app also prompts the user whenever a new drone
strike has occurred, and says how many
casualties it had produced. Crucially, the
information aggregated by the app is already
completely public and freely available through
various other sources including The GuardianÕs
iPhone app. Apple demonstrated its cloudy
parody of network neutrality in the everchanging reasons it gave for rejecting Drones+.
Apple had problems with the Google logo
appearing on the Google map. In July, the
company stated in an e-mail that ÒThe features
and/or content of your app were not useful or
entertaining enough, or your app did not appeal
to a broad enough audience.Ó By August, Apple
changed its mind. The app contained Òcontent
that many audiences would find objectionable,
which is not in compliance with the App Store
Review Guidelines.Ó Indeed, the company
eventually concluded that Drones+, which does
not show users any images of actual dronerelated bloodshed, was Òobjectionable and
crude.Ó56 The New York Times wondered how on
earth it could be that

It is highly unlikely that Drones+ was banned
after direct government interference. But it isn't
difficult to imagine an informal, unstated, and
rather intuitive constellation of interests
between Apple Ð universally praised by US
politicians on both sides of the aisle Ð and the
US Government. Shared interests and informal
ties between private enterprise and government,
based on mutual forms of ÒLike,Ó rather than
strict separations by Law, may account for de
facto forms of censorship in the cloud, without
the explicit order to enact it or the explicit
obligation to justify it. In December 2010, Apple
removed a WikiLeaks iPhone app from its store,
citing its developer guidelines: ÒAny app that is
defamatory, offensive, mean-spirited, or likely to
place the targeted individual or group in harms
[sic] way will be rejected.Ó59 Simultaneous to the
WikiLeaks app being banned, other US cloud
companies, including Amazon and PayPal,
stopped providing services to WikiLeaks.
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe political, legal and jurisdictional
consequences of the cloud are slowly becoming
apparent Ð right at the time when we are unlikely
to withdraw from it. The cloud is just too good.
We won't stop using our iPhones, iPads, Androids
and Kindles. Paypal is still our frenemy. Happily
the captives of the cloud, we will tweet our
critiques of it, and Facebook-broadcast our
outcries over its government back doors. But the
story is not over yet. Will the anarcho-libertarian
roots of the internet kick back at the cloud's
centralized architecture Ð or are they forever
overrun by it? Has the cloud assumed its final
form, or is there still a time and a place for
surprises?
ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×
Written by Daniel van der Velden and Vinca Kruk. Research

assistant: Alysse Kushinski. Design assistant: Rasmus
Svensson. All images courtesy of Metahaven. Metahaven
2012.
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ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ→ To be continued in ÒCaptives of the Cloud:
Part II.Ó
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